helping organizations that do good, do even better.

The Devi Difference:
EVALUATION
Our approach:

Evaluation matters. But it can matter more if properly designed and leveraged. The Devi
approach is practical and value-driven. Practical because we design evaluation tools that
address your needs and answer important questions. Value-driven because we show you
how to do more with the ﬁndings and recommendations.
We know how to integrate the results into strategy, planning, and development for more
effective and efﬁcient programs. We design tools that can be used over time to show impact
and trends. We help you leverage evaluation to position your organization as innovative experts.
That’s the power of evaluation and why it matters.

Our expertise:

Devi has experience developing evaluation across the project lifespan. We’ve conducted
evaluations for varied partners ranging from local social service organizations and large
international NGOs to top 10 research universities. We are well versed in all types of evaluation
and have developed tailored and cost-effective solutions to meet the unique needs of each partner.
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Our trademark is practical recommendations that are feasible, innovative and impactful. With
decades of evaluation experience and the know how to translate ﬁndings into actionable
recommendations, we can help your organization get more from its evaluation efforts.

The Devi Difference:
EVALUATION
Our services:

We work across the project life cycle, creating comprehensive, tailored evaluations. Our
services include:
• Formative research
• Needs/Strengths assessment
• Evaluation strategy and planning
Our advantage:
• Program evaluation
• Organization evaluation
• Case studies

Leveraging Evaluation

So you’ve just completed an evaluation –
now what? Evaluation is the beginning of
the conversation, not the end. It’s what you
do with the ﬁndings that really matters.
Devi can show our partners how to use
evaluation to not only improve their efforts
but tell the story of how what they’re doing
matters…and how well they do it.
Evaluation can, and should, provide
the evidence to support an
organization’s success story. It’s the
old adage: show me, don’t tell me.
Evaluation is the show and the tell. We can
help organizations use evaluation to create
powerful narratives about the importance of
social sector work and how their efforts
contribute to the greater good.
Evaluation also is arguably the
most important tool in proving
how an organization’s efforts make
an impact. That evidence doesn’t
simply prove a job well done but shows the
expertise of the organization. It positions
organizations as experts and leaders.

Devi can offer skills that other
evaluators can’t – we develop
innovative recommendations
based on evidence and emerging
trends so our partners can be ahead
of the curve. Most importantly, our
recommendations are grounded in
reality – based on your mission,
priorities, and resources. Creative,
practical recommendations to help
our partners grow.
We are also master story tellers. This
means we can translate ﬁndings into
success stories that can elevate the
visibility and reputation of your
organization. Devi can work with you
to fully harness the power of evaluation –
promoting your good work through a
myriad of ways from beautiful designed
infographics and talking points to
articles, presentations, and journal
manuscripts.
Devi knows no two organizations are
the same, so we take the time to work
with you to understand your unique
needs and create a tailored plan to
achieve them.

Learn more

Want to keep abreast of evaluation best practices? Check out Devi’s knowledge center
where we have articles on common issues and emerging trends. You can also follow us
on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
If you have an upcoming evaluation project or are interested in integrating evaluation
into your overarching strategy, contact Devi at info@DeviPartners.com, for a free
30-minute phone consultation.
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